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INTRODUCTION 
Let V be an I-dimensional real Euclidean space. For each nonzero vector 
Y E V, let rr be the reflection in the hyperplane (Y)~. Let @ be a root 
system in V, and W= W(G) the Weyl group of @ generated by the reflec- 
tions t,, YE @. Let W+ = W’(Q) be the group which consists of those 
elements of W which can be written as a product of an even number of the 
t,. Then W+ is of index 2 in W, and following Broderick and Maxwell 
[2], we call W+ the rotation subgroup of W. 
Extending the classical work of Schur on the alternating groups [lS], 
Maxwell [lo] has determined the Schur multipliers H2( W+, C*) of W+ in 
all cases; this being a first step in the study of projective representations of 
W+. The study of such representations of Wt is motivated by a special 
interest attached to these representations in connection with mathematical 
crystallography (see, e.g., [ 1 I). It is therefore important to determine the a- 
regular classes for each element [a] of the Schur multiplier, that is, those 
classes on which the projective characters of W+ with factor set a take 
nonzero values. 
A unified description of the conjugacy classes of W has been given by 
Carter [3] in terms of certain admissible diagrams which are associated 
with the root system @. Since Wf is of index 2 in W, a conjugacy class of 
W which lies in W+ either forms a complete class or splits into two classes 
of equal order in Wf. In Section 2, the conjugacy classes of W+ are deter- 
mined and the splitting classes are described in terms of Carter’s admissible 
diagrams. 
The cc-regular classes in W can be determined from the results of Morris 
[ 111 and Read [ 141 for all factor sets CI, although in these cases, no unified 
treatment is available. Let a also denote the factor set of W’ determined 
by restricting a factor set LX of W to W+. When a is nontrivial, a-regular 
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classes in W are also a-regular in W+, but in general, the converse is 
not true. Thus, in determining the g-regular classes of W+, the main 
problem will be to determine the classes which are u-regular in W+ but not 
cc-regular in W. 
In Section 3, we determine the a-regular classes in Wf when CI is the fac- 
tor set obtained by restricting to W+ the factor set of W coming from the 
projective spin representation of W considered by Morris [ 133. Complete 
results are obtained for this factor set for each indecomposable Weyl group. 
In a later paper we consider the analogous problem of determining the 
projective representation of W+. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
In all that follows, G is a finite group, C* the group of nonzero elements 
of the complex field C. 
1.1. Factor Sets 
A mapping X: G x G + @* is a fuctor set of G if for all g, h, k E G, 
cr(g, h) a(gh, k) = cr(g, hk) cc(h, k), and a(e, e) = 1, where e is the identity 
of G. 
Two factor sets IX, p of G are said to be equivalent if there exists a 
mapping p: G + @* such that 
for all g, h E G. 
P(s3 A) = P(8) P(h) PL(gh)r’a(& A)> (1.1) 
Let [u] denote the equivalence class which contains ~1. The set of all 
equivalence classes under the equivalence relation ( 1.1 ), with suitable 
definition of multiplication, is easily verified to be a finite abelian group, 
denoted by H2(G, C*) called the Schur multiplier of G. 
Given a factor set CI of G, an element g E G is said to be cr-regular if 
cc(g, c) = c((c, g) for all c in the centralizer of g in G. It is easily verified that 
if an element g of a class of conjugate elements of G is a-regular, then all 
the elements in the class are cc-regular. It is therefore meaningful to talk 
about r-regular classes in G. 
It is clear from (1.1) that if g is a-regular, then it is P-regular for all fac- 
tor sets b equivalent to U. It is also well known (see, e.g. [12]) that the 
number of distinct irreducible projective representations of G with factor 
set x is equal to the number of a-regular classes of G. It is therefore impor- 
tant to determine the a-regular classes of G for each element 
[a] E H2(G, a=*). 
The following result is easily verified (see, e.g., Read [ 15, p. 1451). 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let P be a projective representation qf G with factor set cq 
and let x be the character of P. I” x( g) # 0, then g is a-regular in G. 
1.2. The Groups W and Wt and their Admissible Diagrams 
Let @ be a root system of type A, (12 2), C, (13 2), D, (13 4), E, 
(I= 6, 7, 8), F4 or G,; and let 7c = {a,, CY~ ,..., GL,} be a basis for @. If we put 
ri= r,, (i= 1,2,..., ), then the Weyl group W corresponding to @ has a 
presentation 
w= (T,(cx,E7C)( T,T,p= l), (1.2) 
where m,, - 2 equals the number of bonds joining the nodes n,, n, of the 
Dynkin diagram of W, which correspond to the roots c(,, cr,, respectively. 
Furthermore, (Carter [3]), each element M’ E W has an expression of the 
form 
U’ = Tr, Tr2. ” Trk’ r;E @(i= l,..., k). (1.3 
Let f(w) be the smallest value of k in any such expression for w. Then ( 1.3 
is said to be reduced if 4~) = k. Define 
W+ = {WE Wl@w)=O (mod 2)). (1.4 
Then W+ is of index 2 in W (see, e.g., [lo] or [4]). 
Let r be a graph with f(w) nodes, one corresponding to each root ri 
involved in u’, the nodes corresponding to distinct roots ri, ri being joined 
by a bond of strength 
4(r,, ri)(ri, r,)/(rj, r,)(r,, ri). 
The graph f is said to be associated with w in W. Furthermore, a 
conjugacy class containing M? in W is also said to be associated with r. 
DEFINITION 1.2. The graph f is known as a Carter diagram if it satisfies 
the following: 
(i) The nodes off correspond to a set of linearly independent roots, 
(ii) Each subgraph of r which is a cycle contains an even number of 
nodes. 
In the case where the expression for w E W in (1.3) involves all the roots 
rr E n, w is called a Coxeter element of W, and the corresponding Carter 
diagram for w is the Dynkin diagram of W (see [3, p. 71). From now on if 
w E W has a Carter diagram r with indecomposable components r,, then 
If / and I fi I will denote the total number of nodes in r and r,, respec- 
tively. We shall also say that w is of type r in W. We now have the follow- 
ing preliminary result. 
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LEMMA 1.3. An element w E W of type r lies in W+ if and only {f 
Irl 5 0 (mod 2). 
For the proof we need only note that [ W: W+ ] = 2 and that no reflec- 
tion can lie in W+. 
2. THE CONJUGACY CLASSES IN W+ 
Carter [3] has obtained a unified description of the classes of W in 
terms of Carter diagrams. We refer the reader to Carter’s paper for details 
concerning these. Our object in this section is to obtain a corresponding 
description for the classes of W+, and in our treatment, we first describe 
the situation in W+ for the root systems @ of the classical types A,, C,, D,. 
In order to simplify the discussion in this case, we use the fact that W+ is a 
subgroup of W, regarded as a permutation group acting on @. 
2.1. The Group W( C,) and its Subgroups of Index 2 
In the notation described in Carter [3, p. 253, the conjugacy classes in 
W(C,) are in one-to-one correspondence with admissible diagrams (which 
we call Carter diagrams) of the form 
A,,+A,,+...+A,,+C,,+...+C,,, 
where Ct. = , (i, + 1) + Ct, _ , I,. = 1, or alternatively to signed cycle types 
(1 II 2”‘,,,,. T”I 2/h ,,,) > > 
where i denotes a positive i-cycle which is the product of a complete set of 
fundamental reflections in the Weyl group W(A,- , ) and i denotes a 
negative i-cycle which is the product of a complete set of fundamental 
reflections in the Weyl group W(Ci). Thus, the conjugacy classes of W(C,) 
are in one-to-one correspondence with pairs of partitions of 1. From now 
on both notations will be used. 
If T, (i = l,..., I- 1) denotes the transposition (i i + 1) and M”, (j = l,..., I) 
denotes the negative l-cycle ( /,), then W(C,) has the alternative presen- 
tation [ 51, 
(r;(i= l)...) I-l), u’j(i= l)...) r)ISf= l,(t,t,+,)3=(ZiS,)2 
= 1, /i-j1 2 2, w; = 1, w,wI, = WkWi’ 7,w,= wi+ ,z,, z,w, 
= wjsi,j # i, i + 1 ). (2.1) 
The Weyl group of type W( 0,) (I >, 4) is a subgroup of index 2 in W( C,). 
An element w in W(C,) of signed cycle type ( la12a2,...; i81282,...) lies in 
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W(D,) if and only if Cpj E 0 (mod 2). The classes in W(D,) are in one-to- 
one correspondence with the signed cycle types, except that classes of 
W(C,) which contain elements of type (2”*4”“...; 4) split into two classes of 
equal order in W(D,). 
In W(D,), a positive r-cycle is represented by a Carter diagram A ran, and 
the pair of negative cycles (,[k) with ,j> k is represented by a Carter 
diagram D, + , if k = 1 and D,, k(uk , ) if k > 2. The Carter diagram 
representing any class is obtained by splitting the signed cycle-types into 
positive cycles and pairs of negative cycles, and then taking the union of 
the Carter diagrams corresponding to these [3, pp. 26-28). Thus the 
classes in W(D,) are parametrized by Carter diagrams of the form 
where I.;, =, (i,. + 1) + C:.=, I,, = 1, I,, =j,, + k,. (v = l,..., t), except that there 
are two classes of equal order in W(D,) when i,. (v = 1, 2,..., s) are all odd 
and I,. = 0 (v = 1, 2 ,..., t). 
In what follows we use both the signed cycle notation and Carter 
diagrams in describing classes in W(D,). 
By ignoring sign changes each element u’ of W(C,) gives a uniquely 
defined element of W(A,~ , ). If this map is denoted by p, then this defines a 
map p: W(C,)+ W(A, ,) [14, pp. 132-1331 such that p(lZ12’?,...; 
1 /II 282 ).,.) = ( 1x1 +/k-p + If? ,,,, ). We say that MT is even if p(w) lies in W+(A,- ,), 
the alternating group U, of degree I and odd otherwise. Then the set 
H= {WE W(C,)Ibriseven) (2.4) 
is a subgroup of W(C,). This is the group denoted by S, 2 U, in [9], where 
S, is the cyclic group of order 2 and 2 denotes the wreath product. Further- 
more, S, 2 U, is of index 2 in W(C,), and a class of conjugate elements of 
W(C,) splits in S, ) U, if and only if it contains an element of type 
(1”3”‘...; iP138J...), where zi, /?,=O, 1 (see [9]). 
Remark 1. Since 
w+ (c,) = { W = S,,S;, ,..., S+ 1 S;, E { 5, , T2 ,..., T, , , k1’1, IV2 ,..., W,} 
p=O(mod2)} 114, p. 1331, 
we note in particular that an element of W(C,) lies in W’(C,) if and only if 
the number of the s,, which lie in {w,, u’* ,..., w,} is even. Similarly, an odd 
element of W(C,) lies in W+ (C,) if and only if the number of the 
s,, E {w, ) U’2 )...) w, } is odd. Thus, in the notation of Kerber [9], we can 
now make the following identification: 
W’(C,) 2 s, 2 s/:/i. 
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The following result will be required. 
LEMMA 2.1. In the above noiation, we have 
Hn W(D,)=Hn W'(C,)=(W(D,)n W'(C,)= W'(D,). 
Proqfi We fix the expression by = s,,s,, si, for M‘ E W(C,), where 
s, E (T,, 72 ,..., T/~-I, bt'l, u’~,..., M’, }. We note that the N-, are all even elements 
of W( C,). If vv E H n W(D,), then M’ is an even element of W( C,) and an 
even number of the s,, lie in {w,, w2 ,..., MI,}, since C/?;- 0 (mod 2) for 
\V E W(D,). Thus IV E W+ (C,) by Remark 1, and M’ E W(D,) n W+ (C,). If 
M’ E H n W'( C,), then an even number of the s,, E {u’, , M’~ ,..., M’,}, so that in 
particular M‘ E W’(D,). If M’E W’(D,), then t = 0 (mod 2) and an even 
number of the s,, E {vv,, ~1~ ,..., w,}. Thus an even number of the 
.s,, E {T,, T2,-., t/ I f, so that M’E H, and also M‘E H n W(D,). 1 
2.2. The Classicul Types 
Let @ be of classical type. Then Lemma 1.3 now makes it an easy matter 
to write down the classes of conjugate elements of W(G) which lie in 
W’(Q). We then have to determine which of those classes split in W’(D). 
This information is given in tabular form in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. In what ,follow.s, /I- has the same meaning as in 
Lemmu 1.3. 
TYPO 
Q, Classes of W(Q) in W’ (0) Sphtting classes in IV+ (0,) 
A, A,, + ... + A,,. I, = 0 (mod 2), I’ = I ,.... s, 
where~~_,(i,+I)-/+I,andIfi_o(mod2) andr,>i,> ... >I, 
(‘i A,, t + A,, + C,, t t C,,, v=Oand 
where x.: , (i, + 1) + 1: ;, 1,=/,andIf/sO(mod2) I, E 0 (mod 2). v = 1, 2 ,.._, I 
0, A,,+-..tA,,+o,,,,,(~,, ,,+ + D,,.A,(U,$ I). (a) i, ~0 (mod 2) v= I, 2 . . \. 
where x.: =, (I, + I ) t 1: / 1, = 1, I, = i, + k, and i,>iLz ... si, 
Irl~O(mod2). and I, = 0 (mod 2), v = I, 2 ,..., f, 
k, = I (mod 2). 11 = I, 2 . . . . . r. 
I,>/,> ... >l,;k,>k,> ‘.. >k, 
where I, = j, + k, 
(b) x=0 
and I, , k, = 0 (mod 2), Y = I. 2 ,..., I, 
where I, =,, t k, 
Proof The group W+(A,) is the alternating group and the result is well 
known (see e.g., [S]). 
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In the case 0 = C,, then using the identification W+ (C,) = S, 2 ,S$ the 
above is easily deduced from the results of Kerber [9]. 
In the case @ = D,, that a class of type (a) splits in W’(D,) follows from 
Lemma 2.1, and the fact that a class of this type splits in H when con- 
sidered as a class of W(C,). Similarly, a class of type (b) splits in W+(L),), 
since a class of this type splits in W’(C,). 
To establish that no other class of W(D,) splits in W’(L),), we suppose 
that there exists a class, not of type (a) or (b), which splits in W+(l),). 
Denote by C’(w) and C(w) the centralizer of w in W’(D,) and W(D,), 
respectively. Then in this case C’(w) = C(w). Thus, when considered as a 
class of W(C,), the class containing w does not split in W’(C,) or H. 
Hence, without loss of generality, we may suppose that there exists some 
h E C(w) such that h$ W’(C,) and h$ H. Hence h$ W+(D,) by Lemma 
2.1, contradicting the fact that C’(w) = C(w). Thus no other class of 
W(D,) splits in W+(D,). 
2.3. The Exceptional Types 
Let @ be of the exceptional type E,, E,, E,, E,, or G,. In dealing with 
these cases, we have to work entirely in terms of roots and reflections, as a 
description in terms of permutation groups is not available. The classes 
which split in W’(Q) are given in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let @ be of the exceptional type. Then the only classes of 
W(Q) which split in W+(a) are the following. 
Type 
@ Classes of IV(@) in W+(Q) Splitting classes in W+ (@) 
E, 6 2A,, A,, 4A;, 2A, + A,, 2A,, 4A;‘. 
A,+A,,A,,D,,D,(a,),6A,, 
~A,+A,,~Az~~A,,~A,,~A,~A,, 
A,+A,+A,,2A~,2A;,2A,+A,, 
A,+A,.(A,+A,)‘,(A,+A,)“,A, 
2.4,+D,,.42+D,, A,+D,(a,), 2A,, 4A,, A,, -%(a~) + A,, 
A,+Ds,A,+D,(a,),D,,D,(a,) D., + ,419 2D,(a, 1, &(a, ). D,(az), 
D,(~z)> EC,> &(a,), Ed%), &(A,), Es, &(a,), &(az)> 
8A,,4A,,2A,+2A,.2A,. Eda,), h?(4), EdUS), Ed%), 
A,+A,+A,,A,+A,,A,, D,+4A,, J%(4). Ed%). 
2D,.2D,(a,)> A, + D,(Q,), 
2A, + D,, D,, Ma,). D,(az), 
&(a,), E, + A,, &,(a,) + A,, 
E,+A,,E,(az)+A,,E,(a,)+A,, 
E,, -%(a,), EdazL &(a3), 
&(~a ). &(a~ h Eda, 1, -%(a, 1, 
Edas 1. 
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Type 
@ Classes of W(O) in W+(Q) Splitting classes in W+(O) 
E, ~,2A,,A2,4A;,4A;‘,2A,fAz, 
2Az.(A~+A,)‘,(A,+A,)“,A,, 
D,, Dda,), 6A,, 3,427 3A, +A,, 
A,+A,+A,,2A,,Az+A,,(A,+A,)‘, None 
(A,+A,)“,A,,2A,+D,,A,+D,, 
Ds(QI)+A,> Dti(alX D,(az)> J%> 
&(a, 1, Edaz). 
E, g,ZA,,A,,4A,,2A,+Az,2Az, 
A, +A,, A,, D,, D,(a,), 3A,, 3Az. D.+> E,> &(a,), &(a,) 
A,+A,, EC,> &(a,), Edad 
F4 4. IA,, A, +A,, A,, A,, B,, 
4A,,A,+d,,A,+A,,Cl+A,, A,+~z, DJa,L &(a,), F4, B,. 
D,, Dz,(~,h B,, F.t, F,(a,) 
In proving Theorem 2.3, we require two preliminary results. First we 
shall need the following: 
DEFINITION 2.4 (see [ 171). An element w E W is said to be regular if it 
has a regular eigenvector V (that is no nonidentity element of W fixes V). 
LEMMA 2.5. Let rank(@) =O (mod 2). If WE W+ is a regular element of 
W and the order of w divides only one of the degrees di of the basic 
polynomial invariants of W, then the conjugate class which contains w splits 
in W+. 
Proof. The centralizer of w in W is the cyclic group (w ) generated by 
w (see [ 17, p. 171 I), hence C,+(w) = C,(w) and the conjugate class which 
contains w splits in W+. 1 
Remark 2. (i) If w is a Coxeter element of W, then (see [ 17, p. 1593) w 
is a regular element whose order divides only one of the degrees di of the 
basic polynomial invariants of W. Thus, if rank(@) = 0 (mod 2), then the 
Coxeter class of W splits in W+ by Lemma 2.5. Such classes are easily 
identified as their associated Carter diagram is the Dynkin diagram of W. 
(ii) If w is a regular element of W contained in Wf which satisfies 
the conditions of Lemma 2.5, then the only possibilities are (see [3, p. 371 
or [17, p. 1771): 
if@=F,,thenf=F.,,B,;if@=E,,thenr=E,,E,(a,); 
ifrp=E,,thenf=E,,E,(a,),E,(a,),andif~=G,,thenr=G,. 
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LEMMA 2.6. Suppose thut W contains the central inversion - 1,. Let 
ccl(u) be the class which contains ~2 E W, and denote by -ccl(w) the class of 
W which contains the product of - 1, with w E W. Jf - 1,~ W+, then 
-ccl(~‘) splits in W+ if and only ifccl(w) splits in Wt. 
Proof Let IQ’ = - 1 ,“I’, and suppose that g E C,(w), the centralizer of w 
in W. Then 
Since - 1, commutes with every element of W (see, e.g., [4]), then 
gE C,(w’). Furthermore, C,(w) = C&w’) since Iccl(w)l = Iccl(w’)l (see 
[3, p. 371). Thus -ccl(~~) splits in W + if and only if ccl(w) splits in 
wt. [ 
Remark 3. If - 1 ,E W+, then from a result of Carter [3, p. 41, we 
deduce that @ = G,, F4, or E,. We note that the effect on the eigenvalues 
of u’ E W of multiplying M? by - 1, is that if k is odd, a complete set of kth 
roots of unity is sent into 2kth roots of unity which are not kth roots of 
unity, while if k is even, then the kth roots of unity are sent into themselves 
by - 1,. Hence the types I-’ of - 1,w may easily be determined from those 
r of w E W. In the actual calculations, it is found to be more convenient to 
use Frame’s class symbol notation (see, e.g., [6]). For example, an element 
IVE W of type E,(a,) with class symbol ( 122 ‘3 *4 -‘6( 12)) has as its 
eigenvalues, two ones, plus the 6th roots of unity and the 12th roots 
of unity from which one 2nd root of unity, two 3rd roots of unity and one 
4th root of unity have been deleted. Now - l,( 1 22 ‘3 -*4 ‘6( 12)) = 
(l-*2 3*4 ‘6 ‘( 12)) which is the class symbol for an element of type 
E, + A, in W(E,). Thus - l,( E,(a,)) = E, + A,. The other cases are dealt 
with in a similar manner. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. First we assume that @ is not of type E,. For 
each r not covered by Lemma 2.5 we show that there exist distinct 
elements ~3~) w2 in a class corresponding to the graph r such that wl and 
w2 are not conjugate in W+. We work out the case r= E,(a,) in E, in 
detail. We may, for instance, choose the roots for E,(a,) as follows: 
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where 
&,=Ez=E,=E8= +I; E,=E4=E5=E6= -1, 
i=l 
8 
CC2 =; c E,e,, E,=Ez=Ej=E6=E,=Eg= +I; E4=E5= -I, 
,=I 
a,=; i E,e,, E,= +l, 16id8. 
,=I 
Now set 
/3=f i Eiei, E,=EZ=E4=ES= +I; Ej=E6=E,=E8= -1. 
,=I 
Then it is an easy matter to verify that the reflection zD transforms the 
above set of roots into the set {e,-ee,,cx,,cc,, e4-e5, e6-e,,cz,,e,+ 
e2, a3 }, where 
8 
a4=t c E,P,, E,=&,=E4=E5= -1; E2=E6=E,=E8= $1, 
,=I 
x 
lx,=+ 1 Eie,, El=E2=Ej=Es= +I; E4=E6=E7=E8= -1. 
1=I 
Furthermore, the latter set is a set of roots in E,(a,), 
Thus if wr is the product of reflections corresponding to the first set of 
roots of ~?,(a,), and w2 to the second set of roots, then W, # w2, and both 
elements are of type E,(a,). W, and w2 are conjugate in W(E,), since E,(a,) 
determines a unique conjugacy class in W(E,). Since tpw, ri’ = w2 and 
zB $ W+ (E,), it now follows that w, and w2 are not conjugate in W+(E,). 
Hence E,(u,) splits in W+(E,). 
The other cases are dealt with similarly, but we omit the details. To 
verify that all the other classes of type r do not split in W+, one finds a 
root in @ of the form e;- ej or i C’: tie,, E, = fl, which is mutually 
orthogonal to a set of roots corresponding to the nodes of r, except that in 
the case where @ is of type F4, such a root may be of the form ei - eI, ei or 
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f I:=, siei, ei = f 1 (this is due to the manner in which the root system of 
F4 is described, (see [3, p. 91). If now z is the reflection corresponding to 
such a root, then z centralizes w in W, but z 4 W+. Thus the class of type r 
does not split in W+. As an illustration of this, we consider r=D,(a,) in 
E,. If M? is the product of reflections corresponding to the roots 
of D,(a,) in E,, where a = + CH=, c,ei, &,=E2=E5=E6= -1; 
E, = s4 = E, = s8 = +l, and b is chosen to be the root t CH=, c,e,, E, = +l, 
1 6 i < 8, then /I is mutually orthogonal to the roots of D,(a,) above, so 
that the class D,(a,) does not split in W+(E,). 
By virtue of Lemma 5, - 1 ,(w) has sometimes been treated instead of w 
(see also Remark 3). When @ = E,, the result follows from the fact that in 
W(E,), the central inversion - 1, lies in W(E,)\ W’(E,) (see, e.g., [4]). 
3. THE CL-REGULAR CLASSES IN Wi 
In this section, we consider that equivalence class {u} of factor sets 
which corresponds to the stem extension X(@) of W obtained by Morris in 
[13], or in other words, the factor set arising from the projective spin 
representation of W. In our work, a knowledge of the theory of projective 
representations of finite groups will be assumed. 
We need the following: 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let N < G be finite groups such that [G: N] = 2, and 
let P be an irreducible projective representation of G. The representation P
is said to be split in N if 
P=P, i P,, 
where Pi (i= 1,2) are irreducible projective representations of N. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let N and G be as above. Two irreducible projective 
representations P and P are said to be associate representations with 
respect to N if 
P(g)-(-l)“‘“‘P(g) for all g E G. 
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P is said to be self-associate if 
P(g) N (- l)“‘“‘P(g), 
where N denotes the equivalence of representations and v(g) = 0 if g E N 
and v(g) = 1 otherwise. 
Thus a pair of associate representations of G give rise to one irreducible 
representation of N on restriction. Furthermore, self-associate represen- 
tations of G split in N by Lemma 8.3 of [16]. 
The following will be required: 
LEMMA 3.3 (see [ 16, p. 1221). Let N and G be as above, and let P be an 
irreducible projective representation of G which splits in N. Let x he the 
character of P and x, (i = 1,2) he those qf the irreducible constituents of the 
restriction P 1 N of P to N. Then there exists an invertible matrix T such that 
TP( g) = ( - 1 )Vcn’ P(g) T for all g E G, where v(g) has the same meaning as 
above. Define 6(g) = trace( TP( g)), g E G. Then 
x(g) =x,(g) +x2(g) 
and 
d(g) = Xl(S) -x2(g) ,for all g E N. 
The quantity 6(g) as defined above is known as the difference character 
of P. If in particular G= W and P is the basic spin (projective) represen- 
tation of W determined in [ 121, then the classes on which 6 takes nonzero 
values are easily determined from Lemma 2.13 of [ 131. We now prove the 
following: 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 6 be the difference character associated with the basic 
spin (projective) representation P of W with factor set a. If w E W+ is not a- 
regular in W and 6(w) # 0, then w is crw+-regular in W+, where c(,.,,+ denotes 
the restriction of m to Wt. 
Proof: This follows from Lemmas 1.1 and 3.3, since if M’ is not cc-regular 
in W, and j( is the character of P, then in W, x(w) = 0, and on restriction to 
W+ its constituents take the values f $S( \v) # 0. 1 
For any factor set CI of G, define a’:GxG+C* by 
a’(.~, y) = a(x, y) cc(y, x) ‘. Then we have 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G = W( C,). Then, keeping the notation above, we have 
(i) a’(z,,~,)=a,, i,j= 1, 2 ,..., I- 1, Ii-.jl 32, 
a’(~,, wj) = a*, i = 1, 2,..., I-l,j#i,i+l, 
a’(w,, 14~~) = aj, i,.j = 1, 2 ,..., 1, i #,j, 
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where the sli assume the values + 1 and ri, wi are the generators for W(C,) 
given earlier. 
(ii) Let xwt have the same meaning as above. Then 
Ct,+(T,, T,)=u,, 
fxWi(Wi, Wi) = c(3. 
Proof: (i) This follows easily from the relations given in Theorem 2.5 of 
Cl51. 
(ii) This is easily deduced from the relations given in Tables I and II 
of [lo] and (i) above. 1 
The cc-regular classes of W which lie in W+ are @,+-regular in W+ 
on restriction. Thus, in order to determine all the r-regular classes in W+, 
we need to determine those classes which are c(,+,+-regular in W+ but not 
cc-regular in W. We prove the following result. 
THEOREM 3.6. Let c1 be the ,factor set of W corresponding to the basic 
spin (projective) representation of W considered in [ 121, and let ctw+ be its 
restriction to W+. Then an element IVE W+ which is not a-regular in W is 
CI w+-regular in W+ if and only tf it is of one of the following types T in W: 
A/ A,,+A,,+... +A,,,where~l(i,+l)=/+l,i,>i,>... >i,,and 
an euen number of the i,, are odd 
C/ Cl, + C,, + + C,,, where x.; I, = I and an PWW number of 
the l,. are odd 
D/ D,,.,:, (Ok, I ) + D,? + &k> ,I+ ... +D,,+ls(a~,~ ,),where 
x.1=, (j,, + k,.) = I and an even number of the j,, k, are odd 
4 A,+A, 
E, None 
E, A,+A,,A,+A,+A,,2A,+2A,,8A,,E,+A,,E,(az)+A,,E,(al)+A,,2D,, 
D,+4A,, D,+2A,, Dda,)+A,, D,, Dg(az) 
F4 4A,, C,+A,, D,, A,+A, 
Proof Each of the types above is not a-regular in W (see [ 1 l] and 
C141). 
If @ = A,, then the result is well-known (see [ 181). If @ = C,, then Read 
in [ 151 has determined the E-regular classes of W( C,) for all classes of fac- 
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tor sets. If in particular a is the factor set of W associated with the basic 
spin representation of W then Lemma 3.5 implies the following: 
dpf/+(T,, 7 ) = -1 (i,.j= 1, 2 )...) I- I), 
cd,+ M’,, ( w,)= -1 (i,j= 1, 2 )...) I, i#;j). 
TABLE I 
Type 
@ The a-regular classes in W + (a) 
A, (i) 
(ii) 
C, (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
D, (i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 
(A,,+A,,+ ... +A,~)*,where~;(i,+l)=/+l,i,,=O(mod2), 
I’ = 1, 2 ,.__, s and i, > i, > il > > i,, 
A,,+A,,+‘~~+A,,,where~:;(i,.+I)=I+1,i,>iz>~~.>i,, 
and an even number of the i, are odd. 
A,,+A,,+..‘+A,,+C,,+C,,+...+~,,,where~~;(i,+l)+~,j~,=l, 
i,. = 0 (mod 2), I, = 0 (mod 2), I: = 1, 2 ,__., 
(cl, + c,,+ ... + Clg)*, whereI; I, =I, I, =O (mod 2), V= 1, 2 ,,,., 1, 
c,, + c,, + ‘. + C,,, where x{ I, = I, and an even number of the 
I,. are odd. 
(Ati,+At,+ “’ +A,~fD,,+l,(~k,~,)+D,,+~~(uk~~I)+ .‘. +D,,+,,(u,,~,))*, 
WhereI; (i, + l)+~I(l,,=ji,+k,,)=I; i, ~0 (mod 2), 
i,>i,> ... >I,, I,(=j,+k,)=O(mod2),l,>l,> ... >I,, 
k,,=l (mod2),k,>k,> ... >k,. 
A,,+At,+ ... +A,,+D,,+,,(a,,~,)+D,,+,,(a,,~,)+ ..’ +D,,+JU~,-,), 
where~::_,(i,+1)+~~_,(I,~=j,+k,.)=l,i,.,l,,k,,~(Omod2) 
CD,, i k, (Uk,-I)+D,2+12 (%-I)+ “’ +D,,,,,(u,,-,))*, 
where X’, (I,.=j, +k,.)=Iand I,., k,=O (mod 2), Y= 1, 2 ,,,., t. 
D ,,+r,(ak,-I)+ ‘.’ fD,,.k, (ok, , ), where C’, (I,, = j. + k,) = I 
and an even number of thej,,, k, are odd. 
Et ~,A,.~A,,A,,D,(~,),~A,,A,+AZ.A,,D,(~,),D,(U,)+A,,E,, 
~%(a,). &(a,)> A8*r 2Ad, 4A:, D,(u,)*, D,(q)*, 2D,(u,)*, 
(E,(U,)+A,)*,(E,+A,)*,A,+A,,A,+A,+A,,~A,+~A,,~A,, 
E,(~~)+A,,E,(~,)+A,,E,+A,,D,+~A,,D,(U,)+A,,D,+~A,,~D,, 
Da, Ddu,), E$(u,), 0 <i < 8, where E,(u,) = E,. 
Each class denoted by f* splits into two classes in IV+(@) 
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Hence the only cc,+-regular elements of W(C,) for the various classes [a] 
are those given in Theorem 5.2(c)(i), (e)(i), and (III) of Read [15]. It is 
now an easy matter to deduce that the only c(,+,+-regular elements of 
W+(C,) which are not a-regular in W(C,) are those given in Theorem 5.2 
(c)(iii) of 11151. By virtue of Lemma 1.3 and Remark 1, such elements must 
have signed-cycle type {q$ 1”‘2”23”14”4...), where x,,O CI, =O (mod 2). 
If @ =D,, then it is easily deduced from Lemmas 2.1 and 3.5 and 
Theorem 5.2 of [ 151 that the only c( ,+,+-regular elements of W+(D,) which 
are not a-regular in W(D,) have type (4; T”’ Jfi2 3”j @...}. 
If @ is of exceptional type, then it is more convenient to work in terms of 
Frame’s class symbol notation (see Remark 3). If @ = E,, for instance, and 
r= A, + A,, then the corresponding class symbol is (lP2 26), from which 
we deduce that 1 is not an eigenvalue of an element u’ in this class. Thus 
6(w) # 0 by Lemma 2.13 of [ 131, so that MI is a,+-regular by Lemma 3.4. 
The other cases are dealt with similarly. 
The results above, together with those of Morris [ 1 l] now imply that 
W’(E,), W’(E,), W’(E,), and W+(F,) have at least 14, 13, 60, and 18 IX- 
regular classes, respectively. To show that these form a complete set of c(- 
regular classes, we consider the number of irreducible projective characters 
of W+ (@) that correspond to c( in each case. We consider for example the 
case @ = E,. From the character table of W(E,) in [ 111, we note that the 
first 5 characters are self-associate with respect to W’(E,), while the other 
8 form pairs of associate characters. On restriction to W+ (E6), these will 
thus give rise to 14 irreducible projective characters of W’(E,). Hence we 
have determined all the a-regular classes in W+(E,). The other cases are 
considered similarly. 
Remark 4. Let c1 be as above. Then our results here together with those 
of Morris [ 111 and Read [ 141 give a complete set of E-regular classes in 
W’(G). These are contained in Table I. 
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